Eagle Catch the Small Chicken

SUMMARY:
It is like an “upgrade” chasing game. It not only helps the children to focus, but also teaches them how to cooperate together.

BACKGROUND:
Playing this game teaches children to protect their friends by being a hen. Children can also learn that working together is the greatest power to get through danger (the “danger” is the eagle in this game).

AGE:
5-10 years old

NUMBER OF CHILDREN:
5 or more

RULES:
The children decide who will be the eagle, the hen, and the rest of the players are baby chickens. The hen tries to protect the baby chickens from the eagle. All the baby chickens line up behind the hen, and they should follow the hen closely wherever the hen goes so that the eagle will not be able to catch any of them. The hen and the baby chickens run together in a formed line. The eagle needs to catch one of the chickens that can’t follow the hen closely (get between them and the hen). The chicken that is caught by the eagle accidentally will be the next eagle.